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I'm so excited that you've chosen Rabbit Trails through History to

use in your homeschool! This curriculum is a Charlotte Mason

inspired, relaxed curriculum for all elementary grades. What this

means is that it's not designed to have lots of busy work. It's

designed to provide quality literature to your children, hands on

activities, opportunities for copy work, artist studies, and other

means to learn fun and enriching history material.

Rabbit Trails through History was created with homeschooling

adventures in mind. Not only will you be learning history, but your

children will go on a journey through amazing books while gaining

historical knowledge about the world around them. This curriculum

is meant to be used on your child's level. It's not meant to have

boxes checked off each day, but to do what works for your unique

family. When it comes to copy work and writing, there are

suggestions given, but take what you need and leave the rest. If

your child isn't at the level of the suggestions, then create what

works for them. Same thing if they're capable of beyond what is

recommended. Make this curriculum your own! 

A lot of families enjoy studying history chronologically. As you

learn about the Early Settlers, feel free to create a timeline. You can

do this in your child's notebook, on multiple pieces of paper

displayed in your school room, or even on butcher paper to have

lots of room to include illustrations. Add the dates these key figures

were born, served as president, helped with important events, and

more. This is another tool to help your child understand the concept

of time and when all of these people were around and when events

took place. Keep it fun and stress-free!

how to use this curriculum



I encourage you to enjoy reading as many of the books listed in this

curriculum as you can! Quality literature is the framework of this

curriculum. However, don't become overwhelmed with purchasing

these books if you don't have the means. Many can be found at

libraries, on used book websites, etc. The books listed in the Rabbit

Trails and Library Lists are just suggestions. Use what books you

have on hand or find at your own library on the topic! If you do

choose to buy all of the books, you can access many in my shop

(click here to be directed to my shop).

As you may have noticed, this curriculum does not include any kind

of workbook for your children to work in. This was designed to all

be done in a notebook. You may choose a standard, wide ruled

notebook, or a blank journal or sketchbook without lines. Feel free

to use whatever method works best for you and your child. 

notebook style curriculum
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Pirates



including the last two poems.) For as long as there have been ships,

there have been pirates. Historians have found evidence of pirates in

the Mediterranean as far back as 1353 B.C. The Golden Age of Pirates

was between 1650-1720. Pirates were robbers who traveled the

water. They would steal vessels, people, and goods. The goods or

treasures stolen by pirates didn't always include gold and silver. Most

of the time it contained food, lumber, cloth, maps, and animal hides.

Pirates were known for wearing an eye patch. They wore an eye

patch to keep one eye adjusted to the dark for seeing below the deck.

If the pirate lost an appendage, it was most often replaced with a hook

or wooden peg. Pirates didn't always bury their treasure, because they

wanted to use or eat their loot. The crews slept below deck in

hammocks. The hammocks would sway with the ocean waves. Men

and women were both pirates. Edward "Blackbeard" Teach was the

most feared pirate. He would weave hemp into his beard and light it

on fire right before capturing a ship. Madame Ching Shih was one of

the most powerful pirates with over 300 ships in her fleet. There are

still pirates today. They are mainly found near Indonesia, Somalia,

and Nigeria.

the

lesson

Start by reading Blackbeard the Pirate King by J.

Patrick Lewis. (Since the history of Blackbeard does

include an ending with him losing his head, this is

portrayed in this book. Use your discretion on 

work

copy

"Your words surround you like fog and make you hard

to see." -Edward "Blackbeard" Teach

Get rid of all bitterness, rage and anger, brawling and slander,

along with every form of malice. -Ephesians 4:31

Pirates chose a sinful way of life. God wants us to have a close

relationship with Him, follow the right path, and avoid sin. Discuss areas

in your life that may have sin and pray together about this.
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Let's do a sink or float experiment! Pirate ships

needed to be built correctly and maintained regularly

to keep them floating in the ocean. Find out what

household objects sink or float.

Supplies:

-water

-large bowl or tote

-objects to test

Here are some objects you can try:

-dice

-feather

-fruit

-ball

some
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rabbit

trails...

Let's learn more about pirates!

Check out DK findout! Pirates.

Pirates Magnified

by David Long

Find out what it was like to live on a pirate

ship! Watch What Life on a Pirate Ship Was

Like on The Pirates Port 

YouTube channel.
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Henry Morgan: Feared

Buccaneer of the New World

by Blake Hoena

Pirates: Robbers of the High Sea

by Gail Gibbons

P is for Pirate: A Pirate Alphabet

by Eve Bunting

Library
list...
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-Almost every pirate ship had its own set of rules and codes. Find a
copy of a Pirate Code of Conduct. Compare and contrast their code of
conduct to the rules/guidelines we follow today.

-Make a comic strip about pirate life. Include as many panels as your
story needs. 

-Choose a painting from the Blackbeard the Pirate King book and do
an art study on the artist.

-Visit www.history-for-kids.com. There are several poems written by
Paul Perro about famous pirates. Write a quatrain. A quatrain is a
stanza of four lines that makes up one verse of the poem. The rhyming
scheme Paul Perro used was ABCB.

-Choose a famous pirate to research. Give an oral report of what you
learned. 

-You can walk in Blackbeard's footsteps in North Carolina. Check out
Visit North Carolina's website for all the information including links to
check them out online.

-International Talk Like a Pirate Day is September 19. Even if it isn't
the correct date, search how to talk like a pirate and have some fun!
There are some rules listed at the back of the book. ARRRRR!

more
ideas...
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